Abstract-System-on-a-Chip (SoC) design has become more and more complexly. How to verify a design effectively has become a serious challenge. In this paper, how to build up the effective verification environment of AXI using SystemVerilog is introduced. Firstly, the design under verify (DUV) AXI bus is introduced. Then a comprehensive analysis of the verification plan has been made according to the protocol. The proposed integrated verification environment with Functional coverage, score-boarding, assertions and constrained random vectors generation is implemented. With this environment, a high coverage and less time spending verification has been achieved. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Verification has become the dominant cost in the design process. On current projects, verification engineers outnumber designers, with this ratio reaching two or three to one for the most complex designs [1] . So an effective verification environment is needed.
As a set of extensions to the Verilog HDL, SystemVerilog gains the advantage of OOP, which can play a role of hardware description language as well as hardware verification language [2] . It can conveniently describe design functions and scenarios, which is considerably suitable and effective for verification engineer.
In this paper, how to build up the verification environment of AXI bus using SystemVerilog is introduced. Functional coverage, score-boarding, assertions and constrained random vectors generation is implemented with the proposed integrated verification environment.
The remaining part of the paper is organized into the following sections. In section II, a brief introduction of verification plan of the AXI bus is described, while section III addresses the proposed verification environment in details. The verification results are presented in section IV and summaries are drawn in section V. 
II. THE VERIFICATION PLAN
The AMBA AXI protocol is targeted at high-performance, high-frequency system designs and includes a number of features that make it suitable for a high-speed submicron interconnect [3] . The SoC architecture is shown in the Fig. 1 . It is an AMBA based SoC that include the AXI bus with two masters and three slaves. Priorities between two masters and three slaves. The test plan or verification plan acts as a coverage model describing the functionality of the design to be covered through its individual test points which serve as coverage points in that coverage space [4] .
III. THE VERIFICATION ENVIRONMENT
The verification environment is shown in Fig. 2 . This environment is organized in a hierarchical layered structure which helps to maintain and reuse it with 
A. AXI Master
The AXI master mainly contains two classes, AXI_m_busBFM and AXI_m_env. The AXI master BFM is implemented by the AXI_m_busBFM class, and the AXI_m_env defines the commands of write, read and getData. The AXI_m_busBFM class has a main task named startBFM which starts one loop for each channel parallelly(AXI has five separated channels). Every loop has the similar function, which is getting the transaction data and calling the task which generates the channel timings. The relationship of these tasks is shown in Fig. 3 . And the timing control of the AXI master BFM is generated randomly. The AXI master receives high-level data through the commands AXI_m_env defines and breaks into signals that are sent to the DUV through the interfaces with the help of AXI_m_busBFM.
B. AXI Slave
The AXI slave is built up with an AXI_s_busBFM class and an AXI_s_env class. The AXI slave BFM is implemented by the AXI_s_busBFM class, and the AXI_s_env defines the commands of putData, getData and setWr/RdResp. The AXI_s_busBFM class also has a startBFM task which starts seven loops to simulate the AXI slave behavior. Fig. 4 shows the data flow of the seven loops in AXI_s_busBFM. And the timing control of the AXI slave BFM is generated randomly just the same as that of the master BFM. The AXI slave receives the control/data information from the DUV according to the AXI protocol, and then puts the write data to the internal memory or gets the read data from the memory. The AXI slave internal memory can be set by using the command putData, and the write/read responses can also be set with the command setWr/RdResp.
C. AXI Assertion
SystemVerilog assertion (SVA) is a declaration for the expected behavior. In this paper, assertions are applied to detect whether the signals are correct according to the AXI protocol. For example, a write transaction with burst type WRAP must have an aligned address can be expressed as presented in Fig. 5 . 
D. AXI Scoreboard
The AXI scoreboard realizes the comparisons between the address and data that an AXI master writes/reads in a burst and the address and data in the slave internal memory. The components in the scoreboard to buffer the comparison data are the write/read mailboxes. Furthermore, the transactions with the same ID must arrive in the same order that they are issued according to the AXI protocol and the transactions with different IDs can arrive in any order, so one mailbox is used for only one AWID or ARID.
When an AXI master transmits a write burst, it will be stored in the write mailbox with the same id as the AWID. When the AXI slave receives the write burst, it will be compared with the one popped from the write mailbox mentioned above. The read mailbox is used in the similar way when AXI master transmits a read burst. Fig. 6 shows a part of the simulation result when a write burst has been transmitted. A write burst is transmitted from master 0. And then, the 12 bytes data should be put into the internal memory in slave 0 from address 99cc to 99d7. If the 12 bytes data from master 0 and these in the internal memory of slave 0 are the same after master 0 receives the OKAY write response, the write burst transmittance is considered to be successful. In this paper, an effective verification environment for AXI bus is developed with SystemVerilog. The proposed multi-layer testbench is comprised of AXI master, AXI slave, assertions, scoreboard and coverage analysis. With the help of the components mentioned above, the verification environment can simulate most cases of the AXI signal, check all the transmitted data automatically and complete coverage analysis during the simulation. So the environment can improve the coverage and reduce the time spending in the verification.
E. Simulation Result

